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,,Set-theoretic methods in the theory of modules"

by Jan Saroch

The thesis by Jan Saroch considers two subjects of the theory of modules - the telescope conjecture for
module categories and Shelah's abstract elementary classes as well as Kaplansky classes. The first sub-
ject is the content of two published papers by Angeleri-HOgel - Saroch - Triifaj and Saroch - Stovicek. The
second subject is treated int a submitted preprint by Saroch - Triifaj. In the introduction it is clearly stated
which parts of the papers have been developed by Saroch and I assume that his coauthors agree in this re-
spect.

The telescope conjecture: In the late 1970's, Bousfield formulated the telescope conjecture in the stable
homotopy category. Neeman then extended this to compactly generated triangulated categories and Keller
finally gave a counterexample disproving the conjecture for the unbounded derived category of the module
category over a particular non-noetherian commutative ring. However, in some cases (over self-injactive ar-
tin algebras) the conjecture is still open and could be shown to be equivalent to a certain property of cotor-
sion pairs of R-modules. It was then Krause and Solberg who formulated the telescope conjecture for mo-
dule categories. A more general version is considered in Saroch's thesis:

Let R be a ring and C=(A,B) a complete hereditary cotorsion pair in Mod-R with A and B dosed under direct
limits. Then A=fim A™

It is known that the above conjecture holds if the cotorsion pair C is of finite type (with A closed under direct
limits), i.e. If B is the kernel of Ext(D,-) for some set of modules that posess a projective resolution consis-
ting of finitely generated modules. The two main results in Chapter two of Saroch's thesis (the paper by An-
geleri-Hugel - Saroch -Triifaj) state on the one hand that the above conjecture is true for any right noethe-
rian ring under the additional assumption that all modules in B have bounded injective dimension (Corollary
4.7). On the other hand, it is shown that cotorsion pairs satisfying the telescope conjecture necessarily have
to be of finite type (Theorem 4.10). These results have been proved by Saroch himself and form an essenti-
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al improvement towards a solution to the telescope conjecture. The remaining parts of Chapter two contain
further interesting results and considerations but are not due to Saroch, hence I will not discuss them fur-
ther. In the same manner I will proceed with Chapter three (the paper by Saroch - Stovicek). It is proved
that any cotorsion pair satisfying the conclusion of the telescope conjecture for module categories has to be
at least of countable type, i.e. the class B is the Ext-orthorgona! class to the class of all strongly countably
presented modules from A (Thm 3.5). This is also shown to be helpful for giving a more direct proof of lar-
ge parts of the proof that all tilting classes are of finite type - a deep recent result Finally, it is proved that
the class A of any cotorsion pair satisfying the conclusion of the telescope conjecture must be closed under
pure epimorphic images, hence any complete cotorsion pair with both classes closed under direct limits is
cogenerated by a single pure-injective module (Thm 5.11).
All the results from Sections two and three are remarkable and obtained by using deep and difficult
mathematics.

Abstract Elementary Classes: In the last Chapter four (the paper by Saroch - Trlifaj) Kaplansky classes
and abstract elementary classes (AEC) are considered. Kaplansky classes played a crucial rule in the solu-
tion of the flat cover conjecture by Enochs and are connected to abstract mode! theory via the abstract ele-
mentary classes in the sense of Shelah. One of the most interesting questions that has been raised is
wether the AEC of roots of Ext have finite character. It is shown that the answer is positive in the case when
the class is the left perp of a class of pure-injective modules (Thm 1.8). Basically all known examples of
AECs are of this form. Although any AEC of roots of Ext is a covering class, Kaplansky classes need not be
pFecovering-in-gefier-al;-lUs -shown 4hat the class-of-all alepr l̂-projeetive-modules-fomva-KapJansky- class-
for any ring R but fails to be precovering if R is not right perfect. Assuming the singular cardinal hypothesis
(SCH) it is shown that this class is precovering for each countable non-right perfect ring. This second part is
due to Saroch.
Again, the results are a strong contribution to the theory of modules and their structure and the
proofs use complicated recently developed techniques.

As stated and explained in the introduction (Section one) the use of SCH in Chapter four can be avoided by
cardinal arguments as used by Bazzoni and Stovicek. This is nicely explained by Saroch in the introduction
as well as some basics concerning cotorsion pairs and the set-theoretic methods that are used. Also a
short historic summary is given.

Most of the results of Saroch's thesis (Sections two and three) have been recently published in distinguis-
hed mathematical journals (J. Pure Appl. Algebra and Adv. Math.). Section four is a preprint that has been
submitted to Forum Mathematicum in 2010. The main results of the three papers in his thesis - including all
results proved by Saroch himself - are important and new contributions to the theory of modules.
In his thesis Jan Saroch has shown deep insight in some of the key problems of module theory and the ap-
plication of methods and techniques from logic to those.

Saroch's thesis is in all respects acceptable as a PhD thesis, and 1 strongly recommend that Jan
Saroch receives the PhD title.

Here are some questions:

1.) Most proofs of deconstrubility of particular classes C of the roots of Ext rely on extra closure pro-
perties of C. One might thus get the impression that what matters here are the closure properties of
C rather than the fact that C is a class of roots of Ext. Can you comment on this?

2.) What can be said about the telescope conjecture, the AEC and the Kaplansky classes in the case
of R being the ring of integers?

3.) Very often it is of help if one considers rings that are local and/or complete or a Dedekind ring. Do
you get better results in these cases?

4.) Is it essential in the proof of the countable telescope conjecture that the cotorsion pairs are comple-
te? Can you find weaker assumptions?
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5.) Can you please comment on the use of SCH in the fourth part of the thesis and how it can be repla-

ced by cardinal arguments.

6.) Assume the telescope conjecture holds for some ring R. Is there a way to prove/disprove it for big-
ger rings that are generated by in R in some sens? For instance completing R or passing to a poly-
nomial ring over R?

With best regards,

(Lutz StrQngmann)


